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Measurementshave been made in the N.P.L. 9 x 3 in. High-speed Wind
Tunnel of the pressure distributions
at a Maoh number of 1.8 on three bodies of
revolution with ogival heads of different shapes at zero incidenoe, Comp&.son
bekeen the expedmental pressures and those obtained theor,etically showed @od
agreement.

Introduction

I.

In a recent paper' several methods have been suggested for calculating
the pressure distribution
on ogival he& at sero incidence at supersonic spe&.
These methods, whilst giving results in reasonable agreement with those obtained by
second-order theory afford a considerable saving in the time spent in numarioal
caloulation.
In order to provide a better oomperison it was decided to test
three suoh heads in the N.P.L. 9 x 3 in. High-speed Wind Tunnel end to oomparethe
experimental values for the pressure distributions
so obtained with the theoretical
distributions
obtained by the methods of Ref.1. This report describes the wurk
done end the results obtained.
2,

The Mod&s. Apparatus and Teohnioues Used
The details

of the ogival heads are set out in Table I:Table I
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The models were made from brass with a maxjmumd&meter of approximately
y/l6 3n. snd had a pardlel portion downstream of the ogival head, They were
supported at zero incidence on a sting in the 9 x 3 in, High-speed Wind Tunnel2
whioh was fitted with wooden liners to give a Maoh number of 1.8,
Each modal hd
a hollow interior divided into two compartments; the pres8ure in eaoh cmpartment
was taken to a manometerby hypcdermio end plastic tubing cszried slang tb sting
mounting and passing through one of the tunnel side wslls at the down&resin end
of the working section. Freasure holes 0,025 in. dismeter were drilled normal to
the surface to oonnect the inner compsrtments with the 8urface (Fig.1).
The
8urface holes were filled with plastidne end only one hole in eaoh ocmpartment
was open at sny one time.
Photopaphs of the flow round the model8 (Fig.2) wereteken by using an
electric spszk end a Toepler Schlieren system tith two 9 in. d&meter circular
mirrors of 9 ft food length.
The first retits
obtsined showed a m9Hcedscatter jn the pressure
distribution
slang the exis of the mcdels. It wa8 then found that considerable
variation in the static pressure at w psrticular hole could be obtained by
rotsUng the model about its sxis. As the pressure on the surface of a oone could
readily be detetied
theoretically
itwns decided to pressure plot s oone which
had approximately the samelength and mexinnxndiameter as the ogives. The
vuiation in the pressure coefficient * at the several 0.010 in. C&meter holes on
the surface of tho cone (nose semi-angle 69) is shown in Rg.3 for four
rotationel positions.
It till be seen that there is oonsiderable scatter of the
expedmentsl points both alcng the length of the cone end at w one hole.
Fig.3 also shows the theoretical value of the pressure coefficient for a 6p cone
at M=l.80
as given by the method of Tsylor rind Maccoll3.
Snce the correction to the pressure at the 8urface of the cone due to
the growth of the boundary leyer is small, the vsriation observed oan only be
accounted for by non-uniformity of the flow in the tunnel, Now as the static
pressure on the oone snd on the ogives is slwsys little
different from the
free-streem statio pres8ure, 8mall changes 3n the value of the fYee-stream statio
pressure csn produce comIxrativ0l.y lsrge percentage chsnges in the vslue of the
pre88ure coef-ficient,
Cp , since

where p is the static pressure at the surfaoe of the ogive snd p. ,P, V sxs
the values of the static pressure, density end velocity in the free stresm,
To try to eliminate the scatter of the experimental values of the pros-e
coeffiaient on the ogives it wss deoidcd to produce an "effective free-stream static
pressure" by csLLculdzLng~the value of the free-stream Mach number whioh wxild give
the observed pressure at w pressure hole on the cone. Thus a variation of fYeestresm statio pressure tith axial distanoe f&m the tip of the cone was built up
for each rotationsl position (Fig.4).
The ogives were then retested with their noses at the sameposition ss
that of the cone, the pressures being observed for each of the ssme four
rotational positions that were used when pressure plotting the oone. From these
observatiePs the values of the pressure aoef'ficient were odculated using the
values
of the tiee-stresm static pressure given 3n Fig.4.
3.

Results ad Comixriscn with Theory

The e.xperimentLl pressure distributions,
obt&Lned as described above,
of flm b
are shown in Figs. 6-8. Despite the correction for the non-ltifodty
the rness~~edpressure coefficients still show some scatter,
This is
the tunnel
ps&icularly msrksi for the mea8urementst&en at the four rotational positiom of
r In --------cdculatjng

the/
~----------------------------------------------these vslues a free-stresmMach number of 1.80 has been assumd,

-3the model. However the scatier is well within that to be expected from a r~onuniformity of the flow of i 1% inMach number,
Also shown in F%gs. 6-8 are thooreticsl pressure distributions
celculated
by the'@ive of Curvature Method"1 using Ref.4. Briefly, the methcd' rests on the
tion that the ratio of static to stagnation pressure at a point P (see
~?~
fig.5
on en arbitrary oonvex bcdy of revdution at zero incidence in a supersonic
fYee streem of Mach number M, is the ssme as that at P on the ogive of
curvature* at P at the ssme free-stream Mach number. Since the pressures on ,
the ogive of ourvature osn readily be determined by the method of Ref.4, the
pressures on tqy convex ogival head ten be c&dated.
The only information that
is required abed the geometry of the head is the distribution
along the hoad of
t3, the sngle of inclination to the sxis of the meridian ourve of the head, end
of x , the nose semi-engle of the ogive of curvature (Fig.5).
The assuqtion on
whioh the ogive of -ature
method retis, was discovered empirioslly while msk.ing
step-by-step oalculations based on the less arbitrary assumption1 that on a head
of convex refile, the flow elong the profile from point P to the adjacent
point Q ?Fig.5) expands as if the head mre replaoed. between P and Q by its
ogive of -ature
at P. It ws thon found1 that the two assumptions desoribed
ative gave essentially the same results and that pressure distributions
thus
oalculated agreed in a number of representative cases with accurate pressure
distributions
celoulate3 by the second order theory of vsn Dyke5.
Bearin mjnd the 5mperfection.s of the flow in the tunnel w&&.ng
section, the compezison of the eqerimental results with the theory is
satisfaotory.
The agreement is best in the oase of Ogive I (Fig.6), where the
discrcpsnuy between the mean experzimental end the theoretical pressure coefficients
is no more then about 6% of the pressure coefficient at the nose.
On Ogive II (Fig.7) the e.qer5mental soatter is rather large, but the
experimental pressure distribution
reproduoes well the shape of the
theoretiod pressure distribution;
here agsin the disorepencies between the theory
and experiment are of the order of 6% of $ at the nose. The pressures
registered by the last pressure hole on tha head (x/L = 0.95) show some
evidence of the upstream influence, via the boudsry layer, of the Prandtl-Meyer
expansion round the 3.6' engle of the head-b* junotion.

meem

The oase of Ogive III
this ogive has:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

represents s very severe test of the theory dnce

a lezge nose sngle (420)
a very large curvature at the nose follcwed by a rapti
curvature3 and
a mall

ohsnge of

curvature over the rear half of the he&

end all these faotors tend to decre&se the accuracy of the theory. As will be
seen from Fig.8, the theory appears to predjct success~
the rapid expension
over the first lC$ of hcad length; over the next 4% the pressure ooefficient
is derostimated
by some5% of its nose value. Particularly gratim
is the
reasonable agreement over the rear 4% of the head length, since owing to a sme~.l
curvature there the data of Ref.4 had to be extrapolated when o&?&ulating the
theoretiod pressure distribution,
snd the applicability
of the theory was in some
cloubt,,
So far the present results have been comparedonly with the ogive of
ourvature method usjng Ref.4. Feur other methods have been suggested'; of these
the step-by-step method, whioh has already been referred to above, gives restits
practioally identical with those of the ogive of curvatiae method. Of the
remaining/
------------------------------------------------------------*The ogive of curvature is the ogive generated by tb.revolu-tion-about
the uis of
the e=ro AFQ (Fig.5) of the CC-&~ of curvature at P.

remaining three, ti
are esseptially
varisnts of the latter method - in one, the
goneralized. pressure distributions
on oiroular are ogives obtained by the method
of charaoteristios6
are used instead of Ref.&;
the other involves some tither
approximations
end gives C$ in a olos&i form in terms of 0 end x and hence
of y, dy/dx and day/&?
(Fig.5);
both are rather less aoouzate than the
ogive of curvature methd using Ref.&.
The fifth
methd (called the
“log p-Q law”) is based on snother faot discovered empirically,
viz., that on
oonvex ogivel heads

where
C& is
(suoh
those
but it
ogive

pN is the static pressure on the ogive just downstream of the nose snd
the nose semi-s&e.
On ogives whose ourvature does not vary tidely
as Ogives I and II) this relation
gives results in excellent
agreement tith
of the ogive of curvature method using Ref.&, and of the step-by-step methcd,
is lsss aocuratc on heads with lsrge variation
of curvature (such w
III),

The ogive of curvature method, using Ref.&, has been ohosen for
oomparison with the present experimental results sinoe it is believed to offer
the best ombination
of accuracy with speed end ease of comWting for a vtiae
variety of head shapes. However it is hoped to publish shortly sn addendum to
Ref.1, giving a detailed comparison of all five methcds with the present
experimental results.

4.

&a
The drag ooef’fioient

for en ogivd

head meq be expressed as

Tho theoretics3
end oxperimentsl vslues of % have been obteind
jkan
the o-es
given in Figs. 6-6 and they are given in Table II.
Also shown in
Table II are the values of % for the ogives expressed as a fraction
of the value
of % for tho inscribed oone.
Table II

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

---------------

-----------

4

The theory appears to give values
for the drags of the ogives that are
lmr
i&m those deterzdkl
experimentally.
However it will be seen that a
reauotion in drag from that of the inscribed oone of at least 2% is rsslizd
for
The
rather
large
disorepancy
between
the
two
values
for
this
ogive
is
Ogive III.
due to the difference
in the pressure coefficient
bea
always in the ssense
& hence its cumulative effect on integration
being large.

5./
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--Conclusions

Measurements of the pressure distrititaons
at a Mach number of I .8 have
been made on three non-lifting
bodies of revolution
having ogival heads and the
results have been compared with theoretical
presmu-e distributions
obtained by one
of the five methods suggested recently'.
In spite of some experimental.
scatter,
good agreement with the theory was
obtained an all three cases. The theory predicts correctly
the shape of the
pressure distribution
ourves, whilst the discrepancies
between the theoretical
and.
the mean measured pressure coefficients
smount in each case to no more than about
%$ of the pressure coefficient
just downstream of the nose of the ogive.
The
drag coefficients
given by the theory aplpear in all three cases to be too low.
Auther

verification
of the theory
required.

at 1oFrer (1.5 or 1.6) and lmghcr

(2 - 4) Mach rnnnbers is
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